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SUMMARY

Hypertension (HTN), one of the most common medical disorders, is associated with an increased incidence of all-cause and cardiovascular disease (CVD) mortality. Lifestyle modifications are advocated for the prevention, treatment, and control of HTN, with exercise being an integral component. Exercise programs that primarily involve endurance activity prevent the development of HTN and lower blood pressure (BP) in adults with normal BP and those with HTN. The BP lowering effects of exercise are most pronounced in people with HTN who engage in endurance exercise with BP decreasing approximately 5–7 mm Hg after an isolated exercise session (acute) or following exercise training (chronic). Moreover, BP is reduced for up to 22 h after an endurance exercise bout (e.g., postexercise hypotension), with the greatest decreases among those with the highest baseline BP.

The proposed mechanisms for the BP lowering effects of exercise include neurohumoral, vascular, and structural adaptations. Decreases in catecholamines and total peripheral resistance, improved insulin sensitivity, and alterations in vasodilators and vasoconstrictors are some of the postulated explanations for the antihypertensive effects of exercise. Emerging data suggest genetic links to the BP reductions associated with acute and chronic endurance exercise. Nonetheless, definitive conclusions regarding the mechanisms for the BP reductions following endurance exercise cannot be made at this time.

Individuals with controlled HTN and no CVD or renal complications may participate in an exercise program or competitive athletics, but should be evaluated, treated, and monitored closely. Preliminary peak or symptom-limited exercise testing may be warranted, especially for men over 45 and women over 55 yr planning a vigorous exercise program (i.e., ≥ 60% VO₂R, oxygen uptake reserve). In the interim, while formal evaluation and management are taking place, it is reasonable for the majority of patients to begin moderate intensity exercise training (40–<60% of VO₂R) such as walking. When pharmacologic therapy is indicated in physically active people it should, ideally: a) lower BP at rest and during exertion; b) decrease total peripheral resistance; and, c) not adversely affect exercise capacity. For these reasons, angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors (or angiotensin II receptor blockers in case of ACE inhibitor intolerance) and calcium channel blockers are currently the drugs of choice for recreational exercisers and athletes who have HTN.

Exercise remains a cornerstone therapy for the primary prevention, treatment, and control of HTN. The optimal training frequency, intensity, time, and type (FITT) need to be better defined to optimize the BP lowering capacities of exercise, particularly in children, women, older adults, and certain ethnic groups. Based upon the current evidence, the following exercise prescription is recommended for those with high BP:

- **Frequency:** on most, preferably all, days of the week
- **Intensity:** moderate-intensity (40–<60% of VO₂R)
- **Time:** ≥ 30 min of continuous or accumulated physical activity per day
- **Type:** primarily endurance physical activity supplemented by resistance exercise

INTRODUCTION

Since the 1970s, significant technological and pharmacotherapeutic advances have been made in the treatment and control of cardiovascular disease (CVD) and its associated risk factors. Yet, hypertension (HTN) remains a major public health problem in the United States, with 58.4 million (28.7%) Americans aged 18 yr or older having HTN (systolic blood pressure [SBP] ≥ 140 and/or diastolic blood pressure [DBP] ≥ 90 mm Hg) (11,39,107,137). HTN prevalence is increasing whereas awareness of the condition and control rates are suboptimal (39,107,137). The positive relationship between CVD risk and blood pressure (BP) occurs with a BP as low as 115/75 mm Hg and doubles for each 20/10-mm Hg increase. A person with normal BP at 55 yr of age has a 90% lifetime risk of developing HTN (264). The BP classification of “prehypertension” (SBP 120–139 or DBP 80–89 mm Hg) has been introduced to stress the public health importance of reducing BP and preventing HTN via healthy lifestyle interventions for all people (39).

There are minimal cost and side effects associated with lifestyle interventions, and they interact favorably with other CVD risk factors. For these reasons, the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure (39,137), the World Health Organization (WHO) (283), the European Society of Hypertension (61), and the National High Blood Pressure Education Program (271) recommend approaches such as regular physical activity for the prevention and treatment of HTN. Table 1 lists the WHO blood pressure classification scheme and Table 2 the treatment guidelines for HTN (61,137,283).

The purpose of this Position Stand is to present an evidence-based review of the current state of knowledge on...
exercise and HTN with specific reference to human studies and essential HTN. The categories of evidence presented are those outlined by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (191) (Table 3). Because of the wealth of information on the cardioprotective effects of regular physical activity, we focus on the BP benefits of exercise in this Position Stand. Other benefits such as those on blood lipids, lipoproteins, insulin sensitivity, and body composition are not addressed in this document. Additional objectives of this Position Stand are to: 1) discuss the value and limitations of graded exercise testing in predicting future HTN and CVD morbidity and mortality, 2) address the role of acute (immediate effects of one bout of exercise) and chronic (long-term effects of a training program) endurance and resistance exercise on BP, 3) present exercise prescription recommen-
dations and special considerations for individuals with HTN, 4) describe potential physiologic mechanisms for the BP-lowering effects of acute and chronic exercise, and 5) summarize the current state of knowledge on exercise and HTN via an evidence based approach.

**EPIEDEMIOLOGY OF HYPERTENSION**

**Demographics**

BP increases with age. SBP continues to increase throughout adult life, secondary to progressive arterial stiffening, whereas DBP plateaus in the sixth decade and decreases thereafter. Consequently, pulse pressure becomes increasingly greater with advancing age (142). In recent epidemiological studies, HTN was defined as SBP ≥ 140 and/or DBP ≥ 90 mm Hg, or being on antihyper-
tensive treatment. The prevalence of HTN is estimated to be between 24 (30) and 29% (107) in the United States adult population. HTN increases with age and is higher among men than women at younger ages, but the reverse is true in older individuals. Isolated systolic HTN is rare before the age of 50 yr and becomes increasingly prevalent thereafter (142,245).

**HTN and CVD Morbidity and Mortality**

HTN is associated with an increased incidence of all-cause and CVD mortality, stroke, coronary heart disease, heart failure, peripheral arterial disease, and renal insufficiency. More recently, Framingham Heart Study investigators (263) reported participants with high normal BP (SBP 130–139 or DBP 85–89 mm Hg) had higher rates of cardiovascualar events as compared with those with optimal levels (SBP < 120 and DBP < 80 mm Hg). An important recent finding is the escalating evidence pulse pressure is an independent predictor of CVD morbidity and mortality, particularly in older subjects (15,90,93). Older patients with isolated systolic HTN appear to be at particularly high CVD risk (246).

Early randomized controlled trials have demonstrated sal-
ary effects of antihypertensive drug therapy in patients

---

**TABLE 1. Blood pressure classification for adults aged 18 and older.**, †, ‡, §, **(61, 137, 283).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blood Pressure Category</th>
<th>Systolic Blood Pressure (mm Hg)</th>
<th>Diastolic Blood Pressure (mm Hg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>&lt;120 and</td>
<td>&lt;80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>120–129 or 80–84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High normal</td>
<td>130–139 or 85–89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1 hypertension</td>
<td>140–159 or 90–99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2 hypertension</td>
<td>160–179 or 100–109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3 hypertension</td>
<td>≥180 or ≥110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Produced from the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute publication titled, Sixth Report of the Joint Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC VI), Public Health Service, National Institutes of Health, National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, NIH Publication No. 98-4080, November 1997 (137).
† Not taking antihypertensive drugs and not acutely ill. When the systolic and diastolic blood pressure categories vary, the higher reading determines the blood pressure classification. For example, a reading of 152/82 mm Hg should be classified as Stage 1 hypertension and 170/116 mm Hg should be classified as Stage 3 hypertension. In addition to classifying stages of hypertension on the basis of average blood pressure levels, clinicians should specify presence or absence of target organ disease and additional risk factors. This specificity is important for risk classification and treatment (see Table 2).
‡ Optimal blood pressure with respect to cardiovascular risk is below 120/80 mm Hg. However, unusually low readings should be evaluated for clinical significance.
§ Based on the average of two or more readings at each of two or more visits after an initial screen.
** This BP classification scheme has been altered in the Seventh Report of the Joint Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC VII) to define normal blood pressure as <120 and <80 mm Hg, prehypertension 120–139 or 80–89 mm Hg, Stage 1 hypertension 140–159 or 90–99 mm Hg, and Stage 2 hypertension ≥160 or ≥100 mm Hg with lifestyle recommendations encouraged for those with normal BP and recommended for those with prehypertension and Stage 1 and 2 hypertension (39).

---

**TABLE 2. Risk stratification and treatment.**, † (137).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blood Pressure Stages (mm Hg)</th>
<th>Risk Group A (No Risk Factors, No TOD/CCD##)</th>
<th>Risk Group B (At Least 1 Risk Factor not Including Diabetes; No TOD/CCD)</th>
<th>Risk Group C (TOD/CCD and/or Diabetes, with or without Other Risk Factors)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High normal (130–139/85–89)</td>
<td>Lifestyle modification</td>
<td>Lifestyle modification: drug therapy</td>
<td>Drug therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1 (140–159/90–99)</td>
<td>Lifestyle modification (up to 12 months)</td>
<td>Drug therapy</td>
<td>Drug therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2 and 3 (≥160/≥100)</td>
<td>Drug therapy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drug therapy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, participants who have diabetes and a blood pressure of 142/94 mm Hg plus left ventricular hypertrophy should be classified as having Stage 1 hypertension with target organ disease (left ventricular hypertrophy) and with another major risk factor (diabetes). This patient would be categorized as Stage 1, Risk Group C, and recommended for immediate initiation of pharmacologic treatment.

* Produced from the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute publication titled, Sixth Report of the Joint Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC VI), Public Health Service, National Institutes of Health, National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, NIH Publication No. 98-4080, November 1997 (137).
† Lifestyle modification would be adjunctive therapy for all patients recommended for pharmacologic therapy.
‡ TOD/CCD indicates target organ disease/clinical cardiovascular disease (left ventricular hypertrophy, angina/prior myocardial infarction, prior coronary revascularization and heart failure), stroke or transient ischemic attack, neuropathy, peripheral arterial disease, and retinopathy.
§ For patients with multiple risk factors, clinicians should consider drugs as initial therapy plus lifestyle modification. Major risk factors include smoking, dyslipidemia, diabetes mellitus, age >60 yr, gender (men and postmenopausal women), and family history of cardiovascular disease (women <65 yr or men <55 yr).
II For those with heart failure, renal insufficiency or diabetes.
with elevated SBP and DBP (44). More recent trials have shown older patients with isolated systolic HTN also benefit from treatment (246). Drug therapy significantly reduced CVD mortality by 21% in patients with systolic-diastolic hypertension and by 18% in patients with isolated systolic hypertension. Risk reduction amounted to, respectively, 42% and 30% for fatal and nonfatal stroke, and 14% and 23% for coronary artery disease. It is not known whether BP reduction by lifestyle interventions would yield similar benefits regarding CVD events.

About 25% of patients with HTN in the clinic have normal BP by ambulatory monitoring or home assessment. The prognosis of white-coat HTN (or isolated clinic HTN) is better than that of sustained ambulatory HTN; however, it remains unclear whether the risk of white-coat HTN is similar to the risk of HTN in persons with normal BP in the clinic or with ambulatory monitoring (265).

Despite conclusive evidence antihypertensive therapy reduces the complications of HTN, only about half of all patients with HTN are under pharmacological treatment, and only a fraction of these have normal BP due to the insufficient implementation of contemporary guidelines (72,137,283). SBP appears to be more difficult to control than DBP.

**EXERCISE BLOOD PRESSURE AND THE PREDICTION OF HYPERTENSION AND CVD MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY**

**Prediction of Future HTN**

Accurate prediction of future HTN in persons with normal BP is important so that early preventive measures can be taken to potentially alter this outcome. Resting BP, family history of HTN, body mass index, and physical activity and fitness are generally accepted predictors of future HTN. Future HTN has also been reported to be associated with an exaggerated BP response during and/or after exercise.

In a population-based study of middle-aged normotensive men, Miyai et al. (181) reported a significant and independent threefold higher risk for incident HTN during a 4.7-yr follow-up period in those with a disproportionate exercise BP response. Contrasting results were reported by Manolio et al. (172) in a population-based sample of 18- to 30-yr-old men and women. Individuals with an exaggerated exercise BP response at baseline were 1.7 times more likely to develop HTN over the next 5 yr than were persons with a normal exercise BP response, but the association was no longer significant after multivariate regression analysis. In middle-aged normotensive subjects from the Framingham Offspring Study (241) who were followed for 8 yr after baseline exercise testing, an exaggerated DBP but not SBP response to exercise was a significant and independent predictor of HTN in men and women, with odds ratios of 4.2 and 2.2, respectively. Matthews et al. (176) compared 151 cases of physician-diagnosed HTN with 201 age-matched controls who were normotensive. In multiple regression analysis, those who developed HTN at follow-up were three times more likely to have had an exaggerated exercise BP response. Several studies examined BP at variable time intervals in the immediate recovery period after exercise testing and found a higher BP after acute exercise significantly predicted future HTN (49,241). The prognostic power of exercise BP was also observed in studies in children (166).

Current studies do not seem to justify the widespread use of exercise testing to predict future HTN because of a number of limitations including: exercise tests and the definition of an exaggerated BP response were not standardized across the various studies; confounding variables were not always adequately accounted for in the analyses; and non-invasive BP measurements during exercise have inherent limitations, particularly with regard to DBP. However, when exercise testing is performed for other reasons, BP measurements may provide useful prognostic information.

**Evidence statement.** An abnormal or exaggerated exercise BP contributes to the prediction of future HTN in persons with normal BP. **Evidence category C.**

**Prediction of CVD Complications**

Few studies assessed the significance of exercise BP for mortality or the incidence of CVD events. In healthy men, the exercise-induced increase in SBP from baseline to 164 W during cycle ergometer exercise independently and significantly predicted mortality from CVD, non-CVD and total mortality (75), and submaximal SBP at a work load of 100 W, but not maximal SBP, contributed independently to the prediction of CVD mortality and myocardial infarction (186,187). In another study, maximal SBP during a progressive exercise test to volitional fatigue predicted all-cause and CVD mortality in men and women (159).

On the other hand, exercise BP did not significantly enhance the prognostic value of resting BP in hypertensive men (65), but exercise systemic vascular resistance added prognostic precision to vascular resistance at rest, most likely due to attenuated arterial dilatation during exercise as a result of structural vascular abnormalities in those with worse prognosis. The impaired vasodilation was not expressed in an abnormal rise in BP because of a blunted rise of cardiac output. The crucial role of cardiac output and
cardiac function is highlighted by the fact exertional hypotension is associated with a worse prognosis in cardiac patients and in persons with chronic heart failure, probably due to left ventricular dysfunction (68,131,199).

In conclusion, the prognostic importance of exercise BP depends on the population studied. A worse prognosis is associated with a hypertensive response in healthy subjects and a hypotensive response in patients with CVD and/or heart failure, whereas the results may be variable in hypertensive patients depending on cardiac function and the associated cardiac output (66).

**Evidence statement.** The prognostic value of exercise BP regarding CVD complications depends on the underlying clinical status and hemodynamic response and is therefore limited. *Evidence category D.*

**EXERCISE AND BLOOD PRESSURE BENEFITS**

**Endurance Training (Chronic) Effects**

**Exercise training and the prevention of HTN.** The associations between various types of physical activity and the incidence of HTN have been assessed in a number of different populations. In male university alumni, Paffenbarger et al. (200,201) reported vigorous exercise in the postcollege years protected against future HTN. Total amount and intensity of baseline physical activity were inversely associated with the risk of future HTN in middle-aged Finnish men (101). In Japanese men, duration of walk-to-work and leisure-time physical activity was significantly associated with a reduction in the risk for incident HTN (119). In the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study, the incidence of HTN was lower in white men in the highest quartile of leisure activity as compared with men in the least active quartile (205). In contrast, none of the studies in women observed significant and independent relationships between the level of physical activity and the risk of developing HTN (83,101,205). Moreover, physical activity was not associated with incident HTN in the only study in blacks (205).

Others have investigated relationships between measured physical fitness and incident HTN. Blair et al. (18) reported persons with low physical fitness had a relative risk of 1.5 for the development of HTN when compared with highly fit persons, after controlling for age, sex, body mass index, and BP. Sawada et al. (231) confirmed in Japanese men the relative risk of HTN, after adjusting for age, initial BP, body fat, and other confounders, was 1.9 times higher in the least fit compared with the most fit group.

**Evidence statement.** Higher levels of physical activity and greater fitness at baseline are associated with a reduced incidence of HTN in white men, and these associations persist after appropriate multivariate analysis. *Evidence category C.* The few studies in women and the one study in black subjects did not show significant relationships; however, the paucity of data precludes definitive conclusions regarding the role of sex and ethnicity.

**Exercise training in the treatment and management of HTN.** Many longitudinal studies have assessed the effect of aerobic training on BP in adults, but essential scientific methods have not always been followed (67). Inclusion of a control group or period is mandatory, because BP may decrease over time due to the regression to the mean and habituation to measurement conditions. Allocation to the active or control group or the order of the training and nontraining phases should be randomly determined. Therefore, only randomized controlled studies are considered for the current overview. All but a few investigations reported on resting BP; however, in most studies BP was not measured by a blinded observer or an automated device. Accordingly, data on ambulatory BP are of prime importance.

**Resting BP.** After publication of the 1993 American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) Position Stand on physical activity, fitness, and HTN (6), the effect of endurance training on resting BP has been addressed in a number of meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials (64,69–71,108,145–147,149–151,272). Most of the study participants were men, and the average age of the various study groups ranged from 18 to 79 yr (median ~45 yr). Duration of training involved 4–52 wk (median ~16 wk). Training frequency ranged from one to seven sessions per week, but about two-thirds of the training programs involved three weekly sessions. With few exceptions, each exercise session lasted from 30 to 60 min (median ~40 min). Exercises included walking, jogging, and running in about two-thirds of the studies and cycling in about half; several studies applied other aerobic exercises. Average training intensity in the various groups ranged from ~30 to 90% of maximal oxygen uptake (VO₂max) reserve (VO₂R). All meta-analyses concluded BP decreases significantly in response to exercise training. However, the effect of training on BP was quite variable among individual studies, which may reflect differences in baseline BP, demographic characteristics, characteristics of the training program, inadequate controls, and BP assessment limitations. In recent meta-analyses, which included 29 (108), 44 (69,71), and 54 (272) randomized controlled trials irrespective of the baseline BP of the participants, the training-mediated decreases of SBP/DBP averaged 4.7/3.1 mm Hg (108), 3.4/2.4 mm Hg (69,71), and 3.8/2.8 mm Hg (272), respectively. In 16 of 68 study groups in which average baseline BP was in the hypertensive range (SBP ≥ 140 or DBP ≥ 90 mm Hg) (137,283), the weighted net BP decrease after adjustment for control observations and weighting for study size, was significant and averaged 7.4/5.8 mm Hg (71); the BP reduction was also significant and averaged 2.6/1.8 mm Hg in the 52 study groups in which baseline BP was normal, irrespective of antihypertensive therapy. Kelley et al. (149) found significantly greater absolute reductions in resting SBP/DBP in hypertensive (6/5 mm Hg) versus normotensive (2/1 mm...
Hg) adults; and when normotensive and hypertensive subjects followed the same training program, the BP decrease was greatest in the hypertensives (70). With regard to the characteristics of the training program, there were only minimal or no effects of exercise frequency, type, and duration of training on the BP response in these meta-analyses (71,108,146,149,272). Finally, it was concluded there was no influence of exercise intensity (71,108,272) or that a lower intensity was associated with a larger reduction in DBP (149).

**Ambulatory BP.** Among randomized controlled trials, 11 studies applied ambulatory BP monitoring to assess the effect of exercise training (23,46,47,87,135–136,173,215,255,260,275). Six reported average 24 h BP, nine average daytime BP from early morning to late evening, and four nighttime BP. Because earlier analyses based on controlled and uncontrolled studies found nighttime BP is either not affected or much less influenced by exercise training (70,209), the current (unpublished) analysis of the randomized controlled trials is based on daytime BP from nine studies and on 24-h BP in the three studies that did not report day ambulatory BP. Baseline SBP/DBP averaged 135/86 mm Hg. The exercise-induced weighted net reduction in BP was significant and averaged 3.0/3.2 mm Hg, respectively.

**Exercise BP.** In eight randomized controlled trials (47,111,173,189,215,260,275,282), BP was measured during cycle ergometer exercise at a median work load of 100 W (range 60–140 W). BP was assessed during treadmill exercise at an energy expenditure of ~4 metabolic equivalents (METs) in two other studies (22,190). Pretraining exercise SBP averaged 180 mm Hg and heart rate 124 bpm. The weighted net training-mediated decrease in SBP and heart rate were significant, corresponding to 7.0 mm Hg and 6.0 bpm, respectively.

**Evidence statements.** Dynamic aerobic training reduces resting BP in individuals with normal BP and in those with HTN. **Evidence category A.** The decrease in BP appears to be more pronounced in hypertensive than in normotensive subjects. **Evidence category B.** Aerobic training also reduces ambulatory BP and BP measured at a fixed submaximal work load. **Evidence category B.** Response differences among individual studies are incompletely explained by the characteristics of the exercise training programs, that is, frequency, intensity, time, and type. **Evidence category B.**

**Acute Endurance Effects (Postexercise Hypotension).** Kräul and colleagues (163) were the first to report an immediate reduction in BP after dynamic exercise. Some 20 yr later, Fitzgerald (76) coincidentally discovered jogging generally reduced his elevated BP into normotensive ranges for 4–10 h after completing his run. Due to accumulating evidence of the immediate and sustained reductions in BP after a bout of endurance exercise, Kenney and Seals (153) termed the decrease in arterial BP control levels after a session of dynamic exercise as postexercise hypotension (PEH).

PEH occurs in normotensive (41,77,84,85,89,112,144,211,243) and hypertensive (16,28,40,80,102,112,115,144,163,170,204,207,208,214,228,229,243,250,267,276) young, middle aged, and older white men and women, with the greatest BP reductions seen in those with HTN (153,209,252). When BP is taken casually in the laboratory, SBP and DBP are reduced an average of 15 and 4 mm Hg, respectively, from a mean preexercise value of 147/94 mm Hg for several hours after the exercise session (209). These acute exercise-mediated decreases in BP are clinically significant, offering many hypertensive individuals the health related benefit of having their BP transiently lowered during the day when BP is typically at its highest levels.

The initial ACSM Position Stand on exercise and HTN commented briefly on PEH due to limited information (6). At that time, the magnitude of PEH appeared to be less in the few studies using ambulatory BP monitoring compared with those using casual BP measurements, yet the smaller decreases in BP could be of greater clinical significance because ambulatory BP is a more valid prognostic indicator of CVD (265). In addition, ambulatory monitoring includes multiple, serial measurements that better reflect the BP a person maintains during activities of daily living. Moreover, this technology eliminates many of the problems associated with clinic determinations such as terminal digit preference, observer bias, and the white-coat phenomenon (232). For these reasons, scientists and clinicians were urged to integrate ambulatory monitoring into future studies examining PEH.

As suspected, more recent investigations using ambulatory BP monitoring showed the average day SBP reductions to be approximately 5 mm Hg or 40% less than those reported by casual assessment (6,106,271); however, the reductions in ambulatory DBP were similar to casual values among white adults with HTN (209). PEH has now been found to persist for up to 22 h after an exercise bout (228). The variable that makes the largest contribution to the change in BP after exercise appears to be the preexercise value (153,209,252). Apparently, exercise works best for those who are in greatest need of its BP-lowering capabilities; however, future work is required to better characterize those who benefit most from exercise as antihypertensive therapy.

Investigations designed to compare the influence of different components of the exercise prescription on PEH, i.e., type, duration, and intensity, are lacking. Limited data suggest the manifestation of PEH is independent of these factors. PEH is a low-threshold event, with BP reductions occurring with exercise durations as short as 3 min (163) and exercise intensities as low as 40% VO$_{2\max}$ (207).

Whether longer duration and/or more vigorous-intensity exercise would elicit PEH to a greater or lesser degree is unknown at this time. The immediacy by which PEH occurs suggests the hypotensive influence of dynamic exercise ascribed to endurance-training programs may be partially an acute phenomenon with the BP reductions accumulating as the training program continues (252).
Pescatello and Kulikowich (209) reviewed acute and chronic (exercise training) endurance exercise studies involving ambulatory BP monitoring to gain insight into why exercise does not lower BP in approximately 25% of individuals with HTN (106). The ambulatory BP monitoring exercise studies revealed important methodologic considerations that should be addressed in future research on PEH. These include: a large enough sample size to detect the smaller decreases in BP seen with ambulatory than casual BP monitoring, especially in persons with normal to high normal BP; integration of a baseline period to stabilize preexercise BP and a control session of rest to adjust for placebo effects; consistency in the timing of the BP measurements to account for diurnal variation; and multiple assessments of BP before experimentation, ideally with ambulatory BP monitoring, to account for the labile nature of HTN in the determination of BP status.

**Evidence statement.** Dynamic exercise acutely reduces BP among people with HTN for a major portion of the daytime hours. **Evidence category B.** Few data exist on modulators of the acute exercise BP response including various components of the exercise prescription, age, ethnicity, and sex; thus, definitive conclusions cannot be made at this time.

**Resistance Exercise**

**Training effects (chronic concentric and eccentric exercise).** Randomized controlled trials examining the effects of chronic concentric and eccentric resistance training on resting BP in adults have resulted in conflicting findings (14,23,31,45,56,58,116,143,185,256,261). A recent meta-analysis that included 320 male and female subjects (182 exercise, 138 control) also examined the effects of chronic resistance training on resting SBP and DBP in normotensive and hypertensive adults (148). In general, the resistance training programs followed the guidelines recommended by the ACSM (9). Statistically significant decreases of approximately 3 mm Hg were found for both resting SBP and DBP across all BP categories as a result of progressive resistance training. These decreases were equivalent to reductions of approximately 2 and 4%, respectively, for resting SBP and DBP. Although these modest changes may not be important from a clinical standpoint, a reduction of as little as 3 mm Hg in average population SBP has been estimated to reduce coronary heart disease by 5–9%, stroke by 8–14%, and all-cause mortality by 4% (247,271). The lack of available data on the effects of resistance training on ambulatory BP warrants further investigation because this may be more indicative of future CVD morbidity and mortality (265).

**Evidence statement.** Resistance training performed according to ACSM guidelines reduces BP in normotensive and hypertensive adults. **Evidence category B.**

**Training effects (chronic static exercise).** To date, only two randomized controlled trials including adults with resting DBP between 80 and 90 mm Hg have examined the effects of static (isometric) exercise training on resting SBP and DBP (277). In one trial, resting SBP was reduced by an average of approximately 13 mm Hg and resting DBP by approximately 15 mm Hg as a result of four, 2-min static handgrip contractions performed 3 d-wk⁻¹ for 8 wk. Contractions were performed at 30% of maximal effort with a 3-min rest period between contractions. A second trial, consisting of four contractions at 50% of maximum effort and held for 45 s with a 1-min rest between contractions, was performed 5 d-wk⁻¹ for 5 wk. Statistically significant reductions of approximately 10 and 9 mm Hg were reported for resting SBP and DBP, respectively.

Two nonrandomized controlled trials have examined the effects of static exercise on resting SBP and DBP in normotensive and hypertensive adults (158,222). Kiveloff and Huber (158) reported significant reductions ranging from 16 to 43 mm Hg in resting SBP and 2 to 24 mm Hg in resting DBP as a result of 5–8 wk of static exercise (6-s contractions for all large muscle groups, 3× d⁻¹, 5 d-wk⁻¹) in hypertensive adults. No significant reductions were found for normotensives. Unfortunately, no control group data were reported for either normotensives or hypertensives (158). More recently, a well-controlled study by Ray and Carrasco (222) examined the effects of four, 3-min bouts of static handgrip exercise at 30% of maximal voluntary contraction performed 4× wk⁻¹ for 5 wk in normotensive adults. Statistically significant reductions of approximately 5 mm Hg were reported for resting DBP with no statistically significant reductions observed for resting SBP. Given the paucity of studies available, additional randomized controlled trials are needed to examine the effects of static exercise on both resting and ambulatory SBP and DBP in adults.

**Evidence statement.** The limited evidence available suggests static exercise reduces BP in adults with elevated BP. **Evidence category C.**

**Acute effects of resistance exercise.** We are aware of no randomized or nonrandomized controlled trials that have examined the acute effects of resistance exercise on BP in adults. However, three observational studies have examined the acute effects of resistance exercise on BP (126,196,227). Hill et al. (126) investigated the effects of 11–18 min of resistance exercise on postexercise BP. A statistically significant decrease in DBP was observed for up to 1 h after the session whereas no statistically significant reductions were found for resting SBP. O’Connor et al. (196) examined the effects of 30 min of resistance exercise on ambulatory BP in females for up to 2 h after the session. Although no statistically significant changes were found for resting DBP, a significant elevation in SBP was observed at 1 and 15 min after the 80%-intensity condition, and at 1 min after a 60%-intensity condition.

More recently, Rotsch et al. (227) examined the ambulatory BP response for up to 24 h after resistance exercise in sedentary, endurance-trained, and resistance-trained men and women. Ambulatory BP was also as-
essed in the same subjects after 48 h of no exercise. The exercise session consisted of two sets of exercises on 12 machines with a 60-s rest period between sets. No statistically significant differences in ambulatory BP were observed among the groups.

**Evidence statement.** Limited evidence suggests that resistance exercise has little effect on BP for up to 24 h after the exercise session. Evidence category C.

**Acute Effects of Isometric Exercise**

**Evidence statement.** There are currently no studies available to provide a recommendation regarding the acute effects of isometric exercise on BP in adults.

**Special Populations**

**Older adults.** Randomized controlled trials dealing with the effects of chronic aerobic exercise on resting BP in normotensive and hypertensive adults 50 yr of age and older have led to conflicting results (21,45,48,74,96, 103,111,154,197,213,223). However, a meta-analysis that focused specifically on the effects of aerobic exercise for reducing resting SBP and DBP in 802 normotensive and hypertensive male and female adults (563 exercise, 239 control) 50 yr of age and older found a statistically significant reduction of approximately 2 mm Hg (2%) for resting SBP and a nonsignificant reduction of approximately 1 mm Hg (1%) for resting DBP (151). Although these reductions in SBP may seem small from a clinical perspective, they are important for the general older adult population (247,271). Most of the studies followed the ACSM Guidelines for physical activity in older adults (10). Although few studies have examined the acute effects of endurance exercise in older adults, three reports have shown that PEH can occur for up to 22 h, regardless of the exercise intensity (102,228,250).

**Evidence statement.** Regular endurance exercise reduces BP in older adults; additionally, there is no evidence to support the notion that training-mediated BP alterations differ between younger and older adults. Evidence category B. Limited evidence also suggests PEH occurs in older adults. Evidence category C.

**Children and adolescents.** Randomized controlled trials studying the effects of chronic exercise on resting SBP and DBP in children and adolescents have led to conflicting results (20,25,59,62,73,91,92,100,113,139, 169,262). A meta-analysis that included a total of 1266 normotensive and hypertensive male and female children and adolescents (649 exercise, 617 control) found nonsignificant decreases of approximately 1 (1%) and 2 (3%) mm Hg for resting SBP and DBP as a result of exercise training (152). No differences were found when data were partitioned according to whether the subjects were normotensive or hypertensive. Furthermore, the distinction between normotension and HTN is difficult because of the continuous increase in BP with age in children and adolescents as well as the different upper limits in various age categories. Although it is well established the prevalence of HTN is greater in adults versus children and adolescents, it is likely the escalating number of overweight and obese children and adolescents will lead to an increase in the prevalence of HTN in this cohort in the future. The former notwithstanding, defining HTN in children and adolescents is difficult given the increases in BP that occur as a result of increasing body size, particularly height (5).

Clearly, a need exists for additional research on the effects of exercise, including progressive resistance training, on resting BP in hypertensive children and adolescents. Finally, few exercise studies have utilized ambulatory BP monitoring in children and adolescents. One observational study examined ambulatory BP in black and white male and female adolescents, and reported increased fitness was associated with lower ambulatory BP, especially in black adolescents (117).

**Evidence statement.** The evidence to date does not support endurance and resistance training as a nonpharmacologic intervention for reducing BP in children and adolescents. Evidence category B.

**Sex.** Meta-analytic research limited to randomized controlled trials has found no significant differences between the resting BP responses of normotensive and hypertensive men and women to endurance (149,150) and resistance (148) training. Of the 24 studies examining PEH among persons with HTN, 10 involved men and women (28,40,81,102,112,170,214,229,266,267), 9 included men only (16,81,115,120,144,207,243,250,276), and 4 women only (121,204,208,210). Of these, Quinn (214) is the only investigator who directly compared the influence of sex on PEH and found men and women to be similar in their postexercise BP response. Although estrogen is known to modulate vascular reactivity (179), none of the investigations involving men and women accounted for menstrual cycle phase in their study designs. Future work comparing the BP response of women and men of all ages to acute and chronic endurance and resistance exercise with ambulatory BP monitoring is needed.

**Evidence statement.** Endurance exercise training reduces BP similarly in men and women. Evidence category B. Limited evidence suggests acute endurance exercise reduces BP similarly in white men and women. Evidence category C.

**Ethnicity.** HTN has an earlier age of onset, is most common, and is associated with greater CVD morbidity and mortality in black Americans as compared with other ethnic groups in the United States (11). Despite these alarming statistics, there are few studies examining the influence of acute (120,121,210) and chronic (2,57,162,198,272) endurance exercise on BP among
black Americans with HTN. A recent meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials examining the effects of aerobic exercise training on resting BP in normotensive and hypertensive adults reported black participants, when compared with white and Asian subjects, had greater decreases in resting SBP, whereas reductions in DBP were greater in Asians compared with whites and blacks (272). These results, however, were based on only six studies of Asians (124,125,197,230,258,270) and four studies of blacks (2,26,57,162). Headley et al. (121) and Pescatello et al. (210) directly compared the acute exercise BP response between black and white women with high normal to Stage 1 HTN and found PEH to be less in the black women. Because of the wide-reaching public health and medical treatment implications of these preliminary observations, future work is urgently needed to clarify if, how, and why ethnicity alters the BP response to endurance exercise, particularly among people of black and non-Hispanic white origin. Given the lack of research, a need also exists for studies examining ethnic differences in the BP response to acute and chronic progressive resistance exercise.

**Evidence statement.** Currently no convincing evidence exists to support the notion ethnic differences exist in the BP response to chronic (Evidence category B) and acute exercise (Evidence category C).

### EXERCISE RECOMMENDATIONS

**Evaluation.** The routine evaluation of a patient with HTN includes a thorough individual and family history, physical examination, screening tests for secondary causes, and assessment of major risk factors, target organ damage, and CVD complications (137,283). Based on the level of BP and the presence of risk factors, target organ damage, and clinical CVD, the patient is classified in risk group A, B, or C (Table 2) (137). The extent of a pretraining screening evaluation mainly depends on the intensity of the anticipated exercise (129) and on the patient’s symptoms, signs, overall CVD risk, and clinical CVD.

In patients with HTN about to engage in hard or very hard exercise (intensity ≥ 60% VO₂R), a medically supervised peak or symptom-limited exercise test with ECG monitoring may be warranted. In hypertensive men in the British Regional Heart Study (238), the long-term risk of major CVD events was reduced as patients were more active, up to moderately vigorous activity, but the risk increased again in vigorously active men, particularly in the presence of other risk factors (J-shaped curve). Peak or symptom-limited exercise testing is also indicated in patients with symptoms suggestive of CVD such as exertional dyspnea, chest discomfort, or palpitations.

In asymptomatic men or women in risk categories A or B (Table 2) and with BP < 180/110 mm Hg (Table 1; Stage 1 or 2), who engage in light to moderate dynamic physical activity (intensity < 60% VO₂R), there is generally no need for further testing beyond the routine evaluation. Individual patients in risk category C without CVD, or with Stage 3 hypertension (BP ≥ 180/110 mm Hg), may benefit from exercise testing before engaging in moderate-intensity exercise (40–<60% VO₂R) but not for light or very light activity (<40% VO₂R).

In patients with documented CVD such as ischemic heart disease, heart failure or stroke, exercise testing is warranted and vigorous exercise training (≥60 VO₂R) is best initiated in dedicated rehabilitation centers under medical supervision, where according to clinical status, advice can be given on the continuation of medically supervised gymnasium or home-based exercise programs. Comorbid conditions such as diabetes, ischemic heart disease, and heart failure should be adequately controlled before the start of exercise training. In the interim, while formal evaluation and management are taking place, it is reasonable for the majority of patients to begin moderate-intensity exercise training (40–<60% VO₂R) such as walking. Finally, systematic follow up should be provided as outlined in the statement on Benefits and Recommendations for Physical Activity Programs for all Americans (78).

**Safety.** Although considerable epidemiological evidence suggests chronic exercise may help to protect against the development of CVD and its sequelae, cardiovascular events associated with exercise have been reported in the medical literature and the lay press, suggesting strenuous physical activity may actually precipitate acute myocardial infarction or cardiac arrest in selected individuals (33,248). Accordingly, the challenge for physicians and other healthcare professionals is to provide prescriptive guidelines that minimize risks and maximize benefits.

Pathophysiologic evidence suggests exercise, by increasing myocardial VO₂ and simultaneously shortening diastole and coronary perfusion time, may evoke a transient oxygen deficiency at the subendocardial level, which, in the presence of a compromised coronary circulation, may be highly arrhythmogenic (128). The notion strenuous physical activity can trigger acute myocardial infarction, particularly among persons with latent or known heart disease who are habitually sedentary, has also been substantiated by several studies (97,180,280). This may occur via abrupt increases in heart rate and SBP, induced coronary artery spasm in diseased artery segments, or the twisting of epicardial coronary arteries leading to disruption of vulnerable atherosclerotic plaque and thrombotic occlusion of a coronary vessel (225,251).

Factors that may affect the risk of physical exertion are age, the presence of coronary artery disease, and the intensity of exercise, which is directly related to the hemodynamic response and myocardial VO₂ (79). Several investigators have shown excellent correlations between the measured myocardial VO₂ and two of its major determinants: heart rate (r = 0.88) and the heart rate times SBP product (r = 0.92) (157,194). Thus, an excessive SBP response to exercise may contribute to isch-
emic cardiac events including acute myocardial infarction (128). Similarly, the potential for a hypertensive-induced cerebrovascular accident cannot be discounted.

The “normal” hemodynamic response to endurance exercise is a progressive increase in SBP, typically 8–12 mm Hg·MET$^{-1}$ (192). When comparing healthy men and women, men generally have higher SBP during maximal treadmill testing (~20 mm Hg), which may range from as low as 160 to more than 220 mm Hg (127), whereas DBP usually falls slightly or remains unchanged. In contrast, increased subendocardial perfusion, secondary to elevated DBP, may contribute to the lower incidence of ischemic responses when performing static-dynamic efforts versus dynamic efforts alone (17,50). Commonly used criteria for discontinuation of exercise testing include SBP and/or DBP values > 250 mm Hg and 115 mm Hg, respectively (95). It should be emphasized, however, that clinicians have arbitrarily established these values and that no data exist to support these endpoints. Moreover, there are virtually no reports of hypertensive-related cardiovascular complications that have resulted when subjects exceeded these levels. For endurance exercise training, it appears prudent to maintain even lower BP values (e.g., < 220/105 mm Hg).

**Exercise recommendations.** The optimal training frequency, intensity, time, and type (FITT) of exercise needed to lower BP remains unclear. The recommendations put forth by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and ACSM (202) for society at large (“Every U.S. adult should accumulate 30 minutes or more of moderate-intensity physical activity on most, preferably all, days of the week”) generally apply to individuals at risk for developing or those with HTN. Similarly, the recommendations promulgated in the 1996 Surgeon General’s report, *Physical Activity and Health* (257), are applicable as well. The specific recommendations outlined in the most recent ACSM Position Stand entitled “The Recommended Quantity and Quality of Exercise for Developing and Maintaining Cardiorespiratory and Muscular Fitness, and Flexibility in Healthy Adults” (9) are also generally relevant and—for the most part—suitable for those with HTN. When formulating the exercise FITT recommendations for this Position Stand, due consideration was given to the many recent thorough reviews on this topic (6,71,106,149,209,252,268,272).

**Frequency: (on most, preferably all, days of the week).** Training frequencies between 3 and 5 d·wk$^{-1}$ are effective in reducing BP (71,177). Although limited evidence suggests seven sessions may be more effective than three sessions per week (135,193), other data suggest that there is no association between frequency of weekly exercise and BP reductions (132). However, because a single bout of exercise can cause an acute reduction in BP that lasts many hours (e.g., PEH), augmenting or contributing to the reductions in BP resulting from exercise training (118,252), consideration should be given to daily or near-daily exercise.

**Intensity: (moderate-intensity physical activity).** Fagard (71) completed a meta-analysis of randomized controlled intervention trials in normotensive and hypertensive subjects and found the reductions in BP resulting from endurance exercise training conducted at intensities between 40% and 70% of VO$_{2R}$ were of similar magnitude (SBP 3.4/DBP 2.4 mm Hg). Hagberg et al. (106), in their review of human studies, concluded greater reductions in resting BP occur when training at less than 70% VO$_{2max}$ as compared with higher intensities among individuals with HTN. Earlier data using animal models of HTN are consistent with this conclusion (254). There are few data, however, on the effects of light (20–30% of VO$_2$R) and very hard (≥85% of VO$_2$R) exercise on BP modulations (71). In summary, moderate-intensity exercise training appears effective in lowering BP acutely (85,86,102,207,209) and chronically (4,24,103,173,184,235,272). Thus, the recommendation for those with HTN is regular participation in moderate-intensity endurance exercise, corresponding to 40–<60% of VO$_2$R to maximize the benefits and minimize possible adverse effects of more vigorous exercise. This intensity range corresponds to approximately 12–13 on the Borg rating of perceived exertion (RPE) 6–20 scale (195). The reliance on RPE to monitor exercise intensity may be important for some, because the hemodynamic response to exercise may be altered by various antihypertensive medications, e.g., beta blockers. Although a vigorous exercise program may be appropriate in selected hypertensive patients, the risk of cardiovascular complications and orthopedic injuries is higher and adherence is lower with higher-intensity exercise programs (88).

**Time: (duration: 30 min or more continuous or intermittent exercise per day).** Randomized controlled trials to date have generally used continuous rather than intermittent exercise, with durations between 30 and 60 min per session (71). The reduction in resting BP resulting from endurance exercise training does not appear to differ for exercise durations within this range. Intermittent shorter bouts of activity may also elicit reductions in BP (118,188,252). Moreover, other health benefits may be derived when multiple bouts of physical activity are performed throughout the day (19,188). A recent study (132) suggests 30–60 min of aerobic exercise per week conducted at 50% VO$_{2max}$ in previously sedentary hypertensive adults is effective in reducing resting BP. Greater reductions in systolic BP were observed with 61–90 min of aerobic exercise per week, but further increases in exercise time per week did not cause additional reductions in BP. These results should be interpreted with caution, because this was a nonrandomized trial and information on exercise frequency was not provided. These data notwithstanding, the recommendation is for 30–60 min of continuous or intermittent exercise per day (minimum of 10-min intermittent bouts accumulated throughout the day to total 30–60 min of exercise).
Type: (primarily aerobic activity supplemented by resistance exercise). Most intervention trials (69, 71, 108, 145–147, 149, 150, 272) have used endurance exercises such as walking, jogging, running, or cycling as the exercise modality. However, any activity that uses large muscle groups, can be maintained continuously, and is rhythmical and aerobic in nature is recommended as the primary modality for those with HTN. Individual preference is an important factor to maximize long-term adherence. Resistance training is also an important component of a well-rounded exercise program. Although limited data suggest resistance training has a favorable effect on resting BP, the magnitude of the acute and chronic BP reductions are less than those reported for endurance exercise (148). The present recommendation is for resistance training to serve as an adjunct to an aerobic-based exercise program. The reader is referred to the recent American Heart Association statement on resistance training that discusses special considerations for those with and without CVD and other comorbid conditions (212). Other specific recommendations are beyond the scope of this Position Stand but can be found elsewhere (9, 88, 98).

Special considerations

- Antihypertensive medications such as beta blockers and diuretics impair the ability to regulate body temperature during exercise in hot and/or humid environments and provoke hypoglycemia (88, 206). Thus, people using these medications should be educated on the signs/symptoms of heat illness, the role of adequate hydration, proper clothing to facilitate evaporative cooling, the optimal times of the day to exercise, the importance of decreasing the exercise dosage (time and intensity) during periods of increased heat or humidity, and methods to prevent hypoglycemia. In addition, beta blockers can substantially alter submaximal and maximal exercise capacity, particularly in those without myocardial ischemia and with nonselective agents.
- Because antihypertensive agents such as alpha blockers, calcium channel blockers, and vasodilators may provoke hypotensive episodes after abrupt cessation of activity, extending the cool-down period is generally recommended (88, 98).
- Many persons with HTN are overweight (BMI 25–29.9 kg·m⁻²) or obese (BMI ≥ 30 kg·m⁻²) (133, 191, 257). Therefore, an exercise program that emphasizes a daily caloric expenditure of more than 300 kcal, coupled with reductions in energy intake, should be recommended. This may be accomplished best with moderate-intensity, prolonged exercise, such as walking. The combination of regular exercise and weight loss should be effective in lowering resting BP (133, 191, 257). More specific guidelines for overweight and obese individuals with features of the metabolic syndrome are beyond the scope of this Position Stand and can be found elsewhere (3, 8, 191).
- Older persons appear to demonstrate similar increases in VO₂max (103, 104, 161, 234) and reductions in BP with exercise training as young adults (10). Additional exercise recommendations for the older adult beginning an exercise program can be found in the ACSM Position Stand on this topic (10).
- Patient education regarding the importance of regular exercise for BP control and management may increase exercise adherence. Patients may be especially responsive if this information comes from their personal physician. Anecdotal evidence suggests knowledge of the immediate BP-lowering effects of exercise (i.e., PEH) may promote exercise adherence (210).
- Individuals with severe or uncontrolled BP should add exercise training only after physician evaluation and initiation of drug therapy.
- Other precautions or modifications may be necessary for selected patients, particularly higher risk patients with comorbidities such as coronary artery disease or chronic heart failure. For example, in the hypertensive patient with coronary artery disease, the above-referenced guidelines are still appropriate, but the intensity of training should be set safely below (≥10 beats·min⁻¹) the ischemic ECG or anginal threshold. Additional prescriptive information is beyond the scope of this Position Stand. The reader is referred to other authoritative documents regarding special considerations for those with coronary artery disease (7, 79, 278).

Evidence statements. For persons with high BP, an exercise program that is primarily aerobic-based (Evidence category A) with adjunctive resistance training (Evidence category B) is recommended. The evidence is limited regarding frequency, intensity, and time recommendations (Evidence category C) and special considerations for those with HTN (Evidence category D). Nonetheless, the antihypertensive effects of exercise appear to occur at a relatively low duration and intensity.

MECHANISMS

Potential Mechanisms for Reductions in BP after Endurance Exercise

Chronic exercise. Because mean arterial pressure (MAP) is determined by cardiac output and total peripheral resistance (TPR), reductions in arterial pressure after endurance exercise training must be mediated by decreases in one or both of these variables. Reductions in resting cardiac output do not typically occur after chronic exercise; thus, decreased TPR appears to be the primary mechanism by which resting BP is reduced after exercise training.

As derived from Poiseuille’s law, TPR is directly proportional to blood viscosity and length of the vessel, but inversely proportional to the fourth power of the radius. Because the former are not significantly altered by training, reductions in TPR are primarily associated with
changes in vessel diameter. Accordingly, small changes in vessel diameter have a profound impact on vascular resistance. Reductions in vascular resistance after training are mediated by neurohumoral and structural adaptations, altered vascular responsiveness to vasoactive stimuli, or both. Reductions in the vasoconstrictor state of the peripheral vasculature by less sympathetic neural influence or greater local vasodilator influence (e.g., nitric oxide) are examples of neural and local changes that would reduce peripheral resistance and lower BP. Larger lumen diameter and greater distensibility of the vasculature are structural adaptations to training permitting lower peripheral resistance. Finally, genetic factors may contribute to BP adaptations after endurance exercise training.

**Neurohumoral Adaptations**

**Sympathetic nervous system.** Elevated sympathetic nerve activity is a hallmark observation in essential HTN (1). Sympathetic nerve activity (SNA) and the subsequent release of norepinephrine (NE) mediate vasoconstriction and increase vascular resistance. Reductions in central sympathetic nerve outflow or circulating NE attenuate vasoconstriction and lead to reductions in BP. Currently, direct recordings of efferent SNA in humans by microneurography do not convincingly demonstrate reductions in central SNA at rest after exercise training in normotensive subjects (220–222). However, similar data are lacking in hypertensive subjects. Muscle SNA was elevated in hypertensive subjects as compared with normotensive subjects in some (82,99,174,175) but not all studies (183,269). Therefore, training may possibly reduce SNA in hypertensive subjects. Furthermore, studies indicate baroreflex control of SNA is enhanced by exercise training (29,240,242), therefore, providing one potential mechanism of lowering SNA. However, microneurography studies are limited only to nerve activity to skeletal muscle or skin, and reductions in SNA to other vascular beds (e.g., renal and splanchnic beds) may also occur.

Despite the limited evidence to support reductions in efferent SNA after training, reductions in plasma NE have been reported after training (134,178,193,258). Meredith et al. (178) found reductions in plasma NE after endurance training were related to decreased spillover and not increased clearance, suggesting a decrease in SNA. Recently, Brown et al. (27) reported training-induced decreases in BP in older mild hypertensive subjects were associated with reduced NE release rate. Less NE at the synapse would be one mechanism that would facilitate reductions in vascular resistance after training. Interestingly, Meredith et al. (178) reported that the reduction in total plasma NE spillover could be accounted for mainly by the decrease in NE spillover in the kidneys (70%). However, the associated fall in renal vascular resistance was insufficient to account for the BP-lowering effect of exercise training. These investigators suggested that other effects associated with the inhibition of the renal sympathetic outflow may be important in reducing BP after training (e.g., decreased renin release).

Hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance are associated with HTN and activation of the sympathetic nervous system (12,13,140). Because exercise training improves insulin sensitivity (122), this may be an important mechanism in mediating reductions in sympathetic outflow and BP. A recent study in hypertensive subjects demonstrated a close association between the reduction in resting BP and plasma NE and improved insulin sensitivity after exercise training (160). Training-induced muscle adaptations appear to be important in attenuating insulin mediated sympathetic activation.

Finally, elevated SNA has been associated with increases in arterial wall thickening (54). Therefore, training-induced decreases in SNA may be beneficial in preventing vascular remodeling that is associated with HTN.

**Renin-angiotensin system.** Because angiotensin II is a powerful vasoconstrctor and regulator of blood volume, reductions in renin and angiotensin II with training would likely be a contributor to reduced BP. In normotensive subjects, reduced resting levels of renin and angiotensin II after training have been reported (94,134). However, in hypertensive subjects, exercise training does not consistently reduce plasma renin (103,193,258) and angiotensin II levels (63,123). Thus, current evidence suggests that the renin-angiotensin system does not appreciably contribute to the lowering of BP after training.

**Vascular responsiveness.** Vascular adaptations are likely to contribute to lower BP after training. Vascular responsiveness to α-adrenergic receptor stimulation by NE is attenuated after training (38,52,244,273). Chronic exercise has been shown to decrease α-adrenergic vasoconstriction in spontaneously hypertensive rats (37). Endothelin-1, which is a potent vasoconstrictor, has been demonstrated to elicit greater vasoactivity in HTN (34,233,249). Training also lowers endothelin-1 levels in humans (171). Animal studies have reported reduced vascular sensitivity to endothelin-1 after training (138,168). Thus, exercise training alters the vascular responsiveness to two potent vasoconstrictors, NE and endothelin-1.

HTN impairs endothelial function. Associated with endothelial dysfunction are greater vascular tone and less vasodilator function. Endothelial-dependent vasodilation is critically dependent upon the production of nitric oxide. Exercise training has been shown to increase nitric oxide production and improve vasodilatory function in healthy subjects (155,156). Higashi et al. (124,125) reported reactive hyperemia and an enhanced forearm blood flow response to acetylcholine infusion were enhanced after 12 wk of walking in subjects with essential HTN that showed reductions in resting BP. However, endothelial-independent vasoconstriction remained unchanged. These findings are consistent with animal studies using normotensive (51,53) and spontaneous hyper-
tensive rats (284). Collectively, these findings indicate improved endothelial-dependent mediated vasodilation is an important training adaptation to reduce peripheral resistance in HTN.

**Structural adaptations.** Considerable evidence suggests changes in vascular structure occur in muscle in response to exercise training (167). These include vascular remodeling (i.e., increased length, cross-sectional area, and/or diameter of already existing arteries and veins) and angiogenesis (i.e., new vessel growth). Currently, few data are available concerning the effects of training on the size or number of small arteries and arterioles. Arteriolar density is greater in spinotrapezius muscle in endurance trained rats (165). However, the most convincing evidence in this regard is the decreased precapillary vascular resistance of hindquarters isolated from trained normotensive (236,237) and spontaneously hypertensive rats (60). Therefore, the training-induced alterations in vascular structure (i.e., increased muscle precapillary vessel number) that elevate the total cross-sectional area of resistance vessel lumina suggest a possible mechanism to lower peripheral resistance and reduce resting BP.

Cross-sectional data indicate endurance trained subjects have larger arterial lumen diameter in conduit arteries than untrained controls (130,239,274). A recent longitudinal training study confirmed these findings (55); moreover, intima-media thickness and the intima-media thickness/lumen ratio were reduced. Similarly, both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have demonstrated greater arterial compliance after training in normotensive subjects (32,182,259). However, short-term aerobic training does not appear to increase large artery compliance in isolated systolic hypertensive subjects (74). In summary, training-induced vascular remodeling may contribute to the antihypertensive effect of exercise, but additional confirmatory studies are needed.

**Genetic influences.** The antihypertensive effects of exercise training may also be associated with genetic factors. Genetic influences on BP adaptations have been observed both at rest and during exercise. Much of these data have been generated by the HERITAGE Family Study (281). Rice et al. (224) suggested genetic factors account for approximately 17% of the reduction in resting SBP after exercise training. A number of genes were identified that may contribute to this response. Rankinen and colleagues (218) examined the associations between NOS3-Glu298Asp variants (gene responsible for nitric oxide synthase) and changes in BP at rest and during submaximal exercise after an endurance training program in 471 normotensive men and women from the HERITAGE Family Study. Although there were no associations between NOS3-Glu/Asp single nucleotide polymorphisms and resting BP, individuals with the NOS3-Asp allele reduced DBP less during submaximal exercise than those homozygous for the NOS3-Glu allele. These investigators also demonstrated an association between angiotensinogen, angiotensin-converting enzyme, TGF-β1, gene polymorphisms, and physical training on resting and exercise BP (216,217,226). Because these studies were conducted in normotensive subjects, differing responses may be observed in hypertensive individuals. Accordingly, Hagberg et al. (105) reported that hypertensive subjects with different alleles for apoE gene had different training-induced changes in resting BP.

In summary, although there appears to be a genetic component to BP adaptations to exercise training, the overall contribution seems small. The reasons for these weak associations may be due to the complexities of BP regulation in normal and diseased states, unidentified genetic interactions between multiple loci and environmental factors, or both (279). Future studies should provide greater insight in this burgeoning area of study.

**Acute exercise.** The exact mechanism for PEH is unclear and is most likely multifactorial. With one exception (i.e., older hypertensive subjects) (102), studies suggest that the acute decrease in BP is related to reductions in peripheral resistance rather than cardiac output. Two prominent mechanisms have been proposed to explain the decrease in peripheral resistance: sympathetic inhibition and altered vascular responsiveness after exercise. Reductions in sympathetic outflow after exercise have been reported in both animals and humans (80,109,164). How sympathetic outflow is reduced by acute exercise remains unclear. It appears the arterial and cardiopulmonary baroreflexes are important for PEH (35,42). Chandler and DiCarlo (35) reported sinoaortic denervation prevented PEH in SHR rats. After acute exercise, PEH is associated with a resetting of the operating point of the arterial baroreflex to a lower BP (109). Recent studies of the central nervous system have shown an augmented GABA_A signaling at the rostral ventrolateral medulla may contribute to decreased sympathetic outflow during PEH (141). Additionally, substance P receptors in the nucleus tractus solitarius and central vasopressin V_1 receptors have also been shown to contribute to PEH (36,43). Although it was formerly believed activation of the endogenous opioid system contributed significantly to reductions in sympathetic outflow and PEH (253), more recent studies in humans have questioned the importance of this mechanism (114). Changes in vascular responsiveness related to PEH are associated with decreased transduction of sympathetic outflow to vascular resistance and the release of local vasodilator substances induced by muscle contraction and augmented muscle blood flow (e.g., nitric oxide released). After acute exercise, vascular responsiveness to α-adrenergic stimulation is blunted (109,203). This response alone would facilitate vasodilation and reductions in peripheral resistance. Local release of nitric oxide, prostaglandins, adenosine, and ATP is augmented during exercise and would also facilitate peripheral vasodilation after acute exercise (110). Rao et al. (219) reported the reduced α-adrenergic responsiveness after exercise in male spontaneously hypertensive rats may be attributed to nitric oxide. This study provides an example of the multitude of interactions that may occur...
between vascular transduction systems to decrease vascular resistance. Although the mechanism for PEH remains elusive, multiple factors probably interact to mediate the response (110).

The extent to which the lowering effects of exercise training on BP reflect the integration or carryover of the acute effects of exercise (i.e., PEH) remains unknown. Studies linking PEH to the long-term antihypertensive adaptations associated with exercise training have yet to be conducted.

**Evidence statement.** Both neural and vascular changes contribute to the decreases in BP that result from acute and chronic endurance exercise. **Evidence category C.** Emerging data suggest possible genetic links to acute and chronic exercise BP reductions. **Evidence category D.** Because of multifactorial mechanisms and system redundancies contributing to the BP reductions from acute and chronic endurance exercise, definitive conclusions regarding the mechanisms for the hypotensive influence of endurance exercise cannot be made at this time.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

HTN, one of the most common medical disorders, is associated with an increased incidence of all-cause and CVD mortality, and is the most prevalent cardiovascular condition found in recreational exercisers and athletes. Because of the importance of the topic, the ACSM presents an evidence based review of the current state of knowledge on exercise and HTN. Table 4 lists and categorizes the evidence statements made within this Position Stand.

Despite conclusive evidence that antihypertensive therapy reduces CVD complications, HTN has a low successful treatment rate. Lifestyle modifications are advocated for the treatment and prevention of HTN, with exercise being an integral component. This recommendation stems from longitudinal studies showing higher levels of physical activity and fitness are associated with decreased risks of developing HTN. Exercise programs that primarily include endurance activity, resistance training, or both, not only have a role in the primary prevention of HTN but also lower BP. The BP-lowering effects of exercise are most pronounced in people with HTN who engage in endurance exercise with BP-decreasing approximately 5–7 mm Hg after an isolated exercise session (acute) or after exercise training (chronic). Moreover, BP is reduced for up to 22 h after an endurance exercise bout (e.g., PEH), with the greatest decreases among those with the highest baseline BP. Small decreases in SBP and DBP of 2 mm Hg reduce the risk of stroke by 14% and 17%, and risk of coronary artery disease by 9% and 6%, respectively, in the general population. Enormous public

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section Heading</th>
<th>Evidence Statement</th>
<th>Evidence Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exercise BP and the prediction of hypertension and CVD morbidity and mortality</strong></td>
<td>• Abnormal or exaggerated exercise BP contributes to the prediction of future HTN in persons with normal BP.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The prognostic value of exercise BP regarding CVD complications depends on the underlying clinical status and hemodynamic response and is therefore limited.</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exercise BP benefits</strong></td>
<td>• Higher levels of physical activity and greater fitness at baseline are associated with a reduced incidence of HTN in white men; however, the paucity of data precludes definitive conclusions regarding the role of sex and ethnicity.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Dynamic aerobic training reduces resting BP in individuals with normal BP and in those with HTN.</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The decrease in BP with aerobic training appears to be more pronounced in those with HTN.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Aerobic training reduces ambulatory BP and BP measured at a fixed submaximal work load.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• BP response differences among individual studies are incompletely explained by the characteristics of the training programs, that is, the weekly exercise frequency, intensity, time and type of exercise.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Dynamic exercise acutely reduces BP among people with HTN for a major portion of the daytime hours.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Resistance training performed according to the ACSM guidelines reduces BP in normotensive and hypertensive adults.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Limited evidence suggests static exercise reduces BP in adults with elevated BP.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Limited evidence suggests resistance exercise has little effect on BP for up to 24 h after the exercise session.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• There are currently no studies available to provide a recommendation regarding the acute effects of static exercise on BP in adults.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Regular endurance exercise reduces BP in older adults as it does in younger persons.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Limited evidence suggests PEH occurs in older adults.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The evidence to date does not support endurance and resistance training as a nonpharmacologic intervention for reducing BP in children and adolescents.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Endurance exercise training reduces BP similarly in men and women.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Limited evidence suggests acute endurance exercise reduces BP similarly in white men and women.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Currently no convincing evidence exists to support the notion that ethnic differences exist in the BP response to chronic exercise training.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Currently no convincing evidence exists to support the notion that ethnic differences exist in the BP response to acute exercise.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exercise recommendations</strong></td>
<td>• For persons with high BP, an exercise program that is primarily aerobic-based is recommended.</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Resistance training should serve as an adjunct to an aerobic-based program.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The evidence is limited regarding frequency, intensity, time, and type recommendations.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Limited evidence exists regarding special considerations for those with HTN.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanisms</strong></td>
<td>• Neural and vascular changes contribute to the decreases in BP that result from acute and chronic endurance exercise.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Emerging data suggest possible genetic links to acute and chronic exercise BP reductions.</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See Table 3 for definition of evidence based categories.

**BP,** blood pressure; **CVD,** cardiovascular disease; **PEH,** postexercise hypotension.
health benefit could be realized by people with HTN if they habitually exercised.

There are numerous proposed mechanisms for the salutary effect of exercise on BP, including neurohumoral, vascular, and structural adaptations. Decreases in catecholamines, TPR, and body weight and fat stores, as well as improved insulin sensitivity and alterations in vasodilators and vasoconstrictors are postulated to explain the antihypertensive effects of exercise. Emerging data suggest possible genetic links to BP reductions associated with acute and chronic endurance exercise. Nonetheless, definitive conclusions regarding the mechanisms for the BP reductions after endurance exercise cannot be made at this time.

Individuals with controlled HTN and no CVD or renal complications may participate in an exercise program or competitive athletics, but should be evaluated, treated, and monitored closely. There are limitations in establishing BP cutoff levels for participation because BP exists on a continuum. Preliminary peak or symptom-limited exercise testing may be warranted, especially for men over 45 and women over 55 yr planning a vigorous exercise program (i.e., \( \geq 60\% \text{VO}_{2}\text{R} \)). In the interim, while formal evaluation and management are taking place, it is reasonable for the majority of patients to begin moderate-intensity exercise training (40\( – 60\% \text{VO}_{2}\text{R} \)) such as walking. When pharmacologic therapy is indicated in physically active people it should, ideally: a) lower arterial BP not only at rest, but during exertion; b) decrease TPR; and c) not adversely affect exercise capacity. For these reasons, angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors (or angiotensin II receptor blockers in case of ACE inhibitor intolerance) and calcium channel blockers are currently the drugs of choice for recreational exercisers and athletes with HTN, except that the combination of an angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor and an angiotensin II receptor blocker is currently not warranted. If a third drug is required, a low-dose thiazide-like diuretic, possibly in combination with a potassium sparing agent, can be recommended. There is no evidence that antihypertensive agents would impair performance in static sports.

Exercise remains a cornerstone therapy for the primary prevention, treatment, and control of HTN. The optimal training FITT needs to be more precisely defined in order to optimize the BP-lowering capacities of exercise, particularly in children, women, older adults, and certain ethnic groups. Based upon the current evidence, the following exercise prescription is recommended for those with high BP:

Frequency: on most, preferably all, days of the week
Intensity: moderate intensity (40\(- 60\% \text{VO}_{2}\text{R} \))
Time: \( \geq 30 \) min of continuous or accumulated physical activity per day
Type: primarily endurance physical activity supplemented by resistance exercise.
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